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FRONT PAGE 
After years in the planning stages, STAMP WORLD LONDON 90 has 
come and gone and is now just a memory. For me, at least, it 
remains a very happy memory. Although I had little time to spend 
with my Olympic and other philatelic friends, I did manage to 
see many of them from throughout the world, albeit briefly. 

For the first six days of the exhibition I was working on the 
jury, so regrettably, I was unable to take part in the meeting 
that took place between ourselves and our sister society in 
German, IMOS. I understand that the restaurant, the original 
meeting place was too crowded, so the meeting transferred to the 
tiered seating in the East Hall. I also understand that a 
useful exchange of ideas 	 and material took place. 
I was however, able to be present at our official meeting on 
Sunday 13 May, the last day of the exhibition. You will be able 
to read our Secretary's full report of that meeting elsewhere in 
the magazine. 

With the exception of those of you who arrived too early on the 
opening day, and had to stand for a long while in the hot sun, I 
am sure that those of you who were able to visit the exhibition 
will agree that it was a very successful event. If I had to find 
one adjective to summarise the exhibition, I would use "happy". 
Leon and I usually arrived at Alexandra Palace a little before 
eight o clock each morning, and without fail, we found the 
Alexandra Palace staff and the security guards friendly and 
helpful. The dealers too had smiling faces when they came in 
at nine o clock, and were usually still smiling when the 
exhibition closed in the evening. We were lucky, of course, in 
that the weather was kind throughout, with the exception of one 
day, when it poured all morning. Even then, it wasn't cold, and 
by the afternoon, the sun had reappeared. 

The standard of the exhibits was extremely high and particularly 
so in the thematic class. It gives some indication of the 
standard to state that two large gold medals and eleven gold 
medals were awarded in this class and only one exhibit received a 
certificate of participation. The majority of exhibits were 
awarded vermeil medals, either large or small. 

Forgive me that I have devoted the greater part of this editorial 
to an event which is already past. I have been involved for such 
a long time in the organisation of this event, that it is 
perhaps not surprising that it is still very much on my mind, 
particularly bearing in mind that this column is being written 
before the end of May 	But, the King is dead, Long Live the 
King. New Zealand 90 is taking place at the end of August in 
Auckland, which is another full international, and for all you 
Olympic fans, the next Olymphilex is taking place at the end of 
October in Varna, Bulgaria. Another opportunity to see some 
wonderful Olympic material and to meet old and new friends. Can 
I look forward to seeing some of you there? 

44# 4c ******* **** **************** ********* * ** * ********************* 
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MEETING AT STAMPWORLD 
Elizabeth Miller. 

Arrangements were made early in 1989 for the Society of Olympic 
Collectors to hold a meeting during the International stamp 
exhibition, Stamp World London 90, held from 3 to 13 May at 
Alexandra Palace in north London. It was felt that the 
opportunity should not be missed to hold a meeting and to extend 
a welcome to members from abroad who would be visiting the 
exhibition or showing their collections in the competitive class. 

Seventeen members from Great Britain attended the meeting on 13 
May, as well as those from as far away as South Africa, the 
United States and Canada. Janet Kelsey, a guest from New Zealand, 
also attended and subsequently joined the Society. Welcome Janet! 
Unfortunately, German members of the Society were unable to be 
with us, since they had arranged to visit London for the first 
weekend of the exhibition and were no longer in London at the 
time of the meeting. However, an "unofficial" meeting was held on 
5 May, when German and English members swapped stamps and stories 
in the tiered seating in the East Hall. 

The meeting was opened by our Chairman, Franceska Rapkin, who 
welcomed all those present and introduced the members of the 
Committee, so that in future, the names at the front of TORCH 
BEARER could have a face to them. The first speaker of the 
afternoon was Vic Manikian, from Anchorage, Alaska, who told 
members how he exhibited his collection and illustrated his talk 
with pages from his collection. In contrast, the second speaker, 
Harry Beinart from Cape Town, South Africa showed examples of his 
collection and told anecdotes from Olympic Games that he had 
visited. The third speaker of the afternoon was Morris Rosen from 
Baltimore in the United States who showed mainly non-philatelic 
items connected with the Olympic Games. Among the items that he 
showed (for the benefit of Franceska) was a lace doily depicting 
the torch and Olympic rings dating from 1936. Morris also showed 
a rare example of the Official Report of the 1896 Games in 
Athens. Morris stressed how important it is to collect literature 
related to the theme, in particular official reports, which 
frequently contain material not available elsewhere. 

The first "home-grown" speaker was Alan Sabey, who showed items 
relating to the 1948 Games held at Wembley Stadium. Included in 
his display were selected sheets of events during the Games, as 
well as posters and other Cinderella items. The final speaker of 
the afternoon was the Society's Librarian, Ken Cook, who showed 
a part of his fascinating collection of postcards connected with 
the 1908 Games at White City Stadium. All five speakers were 
well received and many questions were asked and answered. 

Before closing the meeting, Franceska asked John Crowther, the 
Society's Auction Manager, to give an update on Manchester's bid 
to host the 1996 Games. Although pessimistic about Manchester's 
chances of being awarded the Games, he stated that the bid itself 
was going well and had the support of most Mancunians, but 
unfortunately very little philatelic material had been produced. 
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MEMBER'S FORUM 
Congratulations are due to our member Alan Sabey, who was made a 
Fellow of the Royal Philatelic Society, London at the meeting 
held last November. Fellowship of the Royal is no small honour, 
and those who are awarded this distinction, carry it with pride. 

4444*******************************************4(111 44************** 

Harold Palethorpe, one of our earliest members (number 5) was 
awarded the shield in the thematic section of the Spalding and 
District Stamp Club competition with an entry entitled "Skis and 
Skates". It was acclaimed by the judges as an outstanding entry, 
which must be very gratifying for Harold. It is the tenth time 
that he has won the shield in the last fourteen years! Many 
congratulations from us all. 

*###$#*4(41t114#4t*******************************************214****** 

Our Treasurer, Colin Faers, writes that, since the follow-up 
article in the February issue of TORCH BEARER regarding his 
original enquiry concerning Charles Gardner Rought and the 
Thames Rowing Club coxed fours team, he has received further 
information from one of our German members, Helmut Mensch. 

To correct some of the information and to answer the further 
queries raised in the February article , Helmut explained that 
in the 1912 Games each participating nation was allowed to 
enter two crews for each event. In the Fours event, Germany 
entered two crews, Ludwigshafener RV and the Mainzer RV, who did 
not start. Ludwigshafener RV beat Sweden in the first round and 
qualified for the final when they beat Thames RC in a time of 
6.59.25 by a margin of two and a half lengths (not sixteen as 
stated in the last issue) Sixteen lengths would have been the 
equivalent of 208 metres! Additionally, Helmut writes that the 
semi-final took place on the morning of 19 July and the finals 
in the afternoon. In the morning, the Ludwigshafener RV had a 
comfortable win by six seconds over the Copenhagen RC in a fast 
time of 6.59. Thames RC had a hard race against Christiana RC of 
Norway, winning by only two fifths of a second in a time of 
7.04.25. The Thames RC obviously acquitted themselves well in a 
faster final the same afternoon against the Ludwigshafener crew, 
who had consistently produced the fastest times in the event. 

Colin writes that he has enjoyed several regattas at Henley, and 
while he was in British Columbia last May for the celebrations 
of their Rugby Football Centenary, he was hosted by the Vancouver 
Rowing Club, who have a proud Olympic record in representing 
Canada. They are also Canada's oldest rowing club and were last 
year's club champions. 

***************************************************************** 

On the same subject, Helmut Mensch offers to help any members who 
may have queries about rowing events. He is currently preparing 
an exhibit of rowing stamps, cancellations, programmes and other 
memorabilia related to the history of FISA, the International 
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Rowing Federation, who are celebrating their centenary in 1992. 
This exhibit will be shown in Turin in Italy, where FISA was 
founded, then go on to the International Regatta in Lucerne, to 
Banyoles in Spain for the Olympic rowing regatta and finally to 
Henley in England for their annual regatta. Helmut mentions that 
he has no cancellation for the Henley Regatta in his collection 
and would be grateful if any member could help him to find a fine 
item 	for 	this event. Write to him at, c/o CDH Verband, 
Wachmannstrasse 51, 2800 Bremen 1, West Germany. 

***************************************************************** 

The following Olympic exhibits were shown in the Thematic Class 
at STAMP WORLD LONDON 90: ATHENS 1896, Adalbert Broll, German 
Democratic Republic (awarded a large silver medal), FOR THE GLORY 
OF SPORT, Peter Osusky, Czechoslovakia (awarded a vermeil medal), 
1896-1932, *Morris Rosen, United States of America (awarded a 
large vermeil medal), 1896-1952, Ladislav Karel, Switzerland 
(awarded a gold medal), OLYMPIC GAMES, *Harry Beinart, United 
Kingdom (awarded a vermeil medal) and I CALL THE YOUTH OF THE 
WORLD, Fritz Karpinski, German Federal Republic (awarded a large 
vermeil medal). Harry and Morris are both members of our society. 

***************************************************************** 

Mark Maestrone writes that he has managed to answer for himself 
the question that he posed in Members' Forum in February 1990 
regarding the German gymnast Helmut Bantz. For the benefit of 
other members, the postcard is listed in the Winternheimer 
catalogue of 1972 Olympic material and is listed as I 12 in the 
Ganzsachen section. It is also listed in the Michel Privat-
ganzsachen catalogue of 1982 as (PP) 45/6, which catalogues 
at DM5.00 both mint and used. 

***************************************************************** 

Sandy Duncan, the Honorary Curator of the British Olympic 
Association's Museum and Library and one of the Association's 
Vice Presidents, writes in answer to Joseph Lopreiato's query in 
the 	May issue of TORCH BEARER. The names and addresses of all 
the National Olympic Committees, as well as those of the 
international sports federations that are affiliated to the 
Olympic Movement, will be found in the OLYMPIC MOVEMENT 
DIRECTORY, which is available from the IOC, Chateau de Vidy, 
CH-1007 Lausanne, Switzerland for SF 15.00. This directory also 
contains many other useful addresses and information. A similar 
letter on the same subject was received by American member 
Melvin Hodgson of El Paso. Rather than print this information in 
TORCH BEARER, it might be easier for members to purchase the 
Directory for themselves, where all the information is at hand 
in a single volume. The same information was sent in by Craig 
Perlow from New York. 

***************************************************************** 

Japanese member, Masaoki Ichimura, has been able to provide an 
answer to Bob Wilcock's query regarding the dates of the 
postmarks for the 1964 Olympic Games in Tokyo. (Members' Forum 
May 1990) He writes that the Tokyo Olympic postmark of 11 October 
1961 was for the first Olympic Fund issue. This was the correct 
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first date, and not 13 October. The cover which shows the date 
as 13 October is, however, also correct, since it is Japanese 
Post Office policy to use commemorative postmarks or special 
handstamps for a two week period, during which time the date 
slugs are changed according to the date on which they are used. 

**** ******************* *****************#44******* ** ***** ******11,  

Illustrated above are both sides of a cover sent in by Canadian 
member, Lorna Mildenhall. It was found among a recently acquired 
lot of Olympic items. The stamps were first issued 	1923, but 
could any member help Lorna to identify the label on the back of 
the cover? Unfortunately the date of the cancellation is 
illegible, so she is unable to give the date of posting. Does 
any reader know of any reference having been made to award the 
Olympic Games to Osaka, and if so when? Perhaps the label was 
made in anticipation of such an award. Any information received 
will be published in a future issue of TORCH DEARER. 

******* * *********** * ******************** * *********** *J ****t****** 
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Silviu Popovici, Box 45-33, 70750 Bucarest, Romania, has written 
to say that he is a dealer in thematic material and would be 
interested in selling Olympic items to members. He is able to 
supply special cancellations, postal stationery, maximum cards 
and other philatelic items, not only from Romania. He will 
happily try to fill member's Want's Lists. He has sent a sample 
of the type of material that he has on offer, and his prices 
appear to be very reasonable. 

***************************************************************** 

One of our Israeli members, Shlomo Vurgan, has 
sent a photocopy of an Israeli commemorative 
postmark, which, according to Shlomo, has not yet 
been recorded. It was issued on 19 September 1988 
and bears the inscription in Hebrew, Arabic and 
English "Israel's Philatelists Greet Olymphilex 
88". Hodori, the mascot of the Seoul Games also 
forms a part of the design. 

Shlomo found the article by Howard Longden on the Camp Games at 
Gross Born and Woldenberg particularly interesting. Illustrated 
is a cover from his own collection, which shows a ship design 
used for the cachet. The stamp is cancelled by a Woldenberg 
handstamp of 13 August 1944. 

A(Itt*$##********************************##M********************* 

For the first time in a very long time, our Packet Manager, Bob 
Wilcock, is asking members who have duplicate material to 
prepare some booklets for him. If you have any surplus material, 
please sort it NOW and send it to Bob at 24 Hamilton Crescent, 
Brentwood, Essex CM14 5ES, Great Britain. Good material always 
finds a buyer, and the money you earn from the sale of your 
unwanted stamps and covers will enable you, in your turn, to 
buy additional material for your own collection. 

Although overseas members are unable to see the packet, they 
can, nevertheless, benefit from this service provided by the 
Society, since they can use the packet to dispose of their 
surplus material. It has been found in the past that overseas 
members do very well with the sale of their material over here, 
since it is a new and different market. 
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OLYMPICS DAY 
• DEC. Z 1989 

WASHINGTON, DC 4088 

NEWS 
An unusual stamp exhibition was held in Washington at the end of 
1989. It was unusual in that, instead of running for just ca 
limited number of consecutive days, it was spread over the 
period of a month over the weekends and with orrly a limited 
opening during the week. The exhibition did nOt have any 
competitive exhibits, and those invited were among the finest 
collections in the world. No stamp exhibition would,  be complete 
without its special cancellations, and EXPO 89 was rio exception. 
One of these cancellations honoured Olympic Day and is 
illustrated below. See the separate article in this issue for 
further news of the United States' contribution to Olympic 
philately. 

Come visit us 

at 

WORLD STAMP EXPO '89, 

November 17-20 and 

wember 24—December 3, 1989 

***************************************************************** 
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Come to Australia, bock to Australia, 
(Mist on the hills and the sun breaking through) 

With the sliproils down and the billy boiling merrily, 
Wide open arms will be waiting for you 

— Song of Farewell 1956 Melbourne Olympics 

• *..„,AIR MAIL. • • 
PAR MON 

err 

--marsdammand 
SPORT SERIES - 

MRS FRANCESKA RAPKIN 
EAGLEWOOD 
OXIIEY LANE, IIATCII FIND 
MIDDX 11A5 rIAL 
ENGLAND 

1990 marked the Tenth Anniversary of the Winter Olympic Games in 
Lake Placid. Our member, Glenn Estus, was instrumental in marking 
the occasion philatelically with a special cancellation. Glenn 
was there during the celebrations, and I hope that he will send a 
detailed report in due course. In the meantime, illustrated below 
is one of the eight cancellations. The stamp is that which is 
currently imprinted on US airletters, and has no Olympic 
significance. 

Illustrated below is a cancellation that arrived at the STAMP 
WORLD LONDON 90 offices in the every—day mail. Can any member 
shed further light on this French 'flamme' which advertises an 
Olympic ice rink at Asnieres? 

ASNIERES_SUR_SEINE '-'1  

SA PATINOIRE OLYMPIQUEk 
SA PISCINE 

SES TENNIS 

ASNIERES PPL\ 1  20 2 - 90 

  

####************************************************************* 

Our Australian member, Noel Almeida is using a very nice Olympic 
meter cancellation in conjunction with Australia Post's Sports 
Series Cover. I believe that these covers were prepared by AP to 
be used with the sports series that was released earlier this 
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year. Both the cover, with .its .Gong of Farewell to the 1956 
Olympic Games in Melbourne,'and.the meter cantellation, with'a 
design showing the Olympic. Stadium, fit very nicely into an 
Olympic collection. 
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Illustrated is the slogan cancellation used by Manchester during 
their bid to host the 1996 Olympic Summer Games..It came into 
use on 14 May, and like all slogan cancellations and regular 
postmarks being used during 1990, the centenary year of the 
Penny Black, the cancellation is in red, rather than the more 
usual black. 

PS0273  

14 m 

C.  

,pRONG 71:4" DREAM 

MANCHESTER 1996 

Manchester delivered their Bid Document to the IOC at the end of 
1989.It contains detailed proposals for each sports venue, with 
media, medical, transport, catering, security and accommodation 
facilities. Two IOC inspection teams visited the city during the 
summer. It is estimated that if the Games were awarded to that 
city, the whole of north-west England could gain:at least £2 
billion in investment and income, and up to 50,000 jobs. An 
independent report on the economic impact of the Games under-
lined the benefits to the region and to the nation. The 
Manchester analysis showed that running the Games, would bring 
£375 million into the north-west economy, building the Olympic 
Village and • the stadiums another £420 million, visitors, 
officials and athletes were likely to spend £355 million on 
travel, food, drink and accommodation. Tickets sales, sponsorship 
and television rights would not only pay for the running of the 
Games, but provide a surplus towards building the new facilities. 

********************************************4414444## 	********* 

The former Sports Minister, The Rt. Hon. Denis Howell, is 
leaving no stone unturned in the lead-up to the 1991 IOC Session 
in Birmingham, probably the most important gathering of sporting 
powers to take place in this country for decades. His team will 
soon make presentations to the IOC in Lausanne and Tokyo assuring 
them that their members will be catered for expertly. Hosts for 
the 1998 Olympic Winter Games will be chosen during this Session. 
Candidates who had applied by the 1 March 1990 deadline include 

;THE BRITISH OLVAPIC BID 
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WANTS LISTS INVITED FOR OLYMPICS AND SPORT! 

(plus any other philatelic items) 

I HAVE GOOD STOCKS OF MINT EUROPE (EAST AND WEST) 

(but can supply anything against specific Wants Lists.) 

I ATTEND ALL MAJOR STAMP SHOWS IN THIS COUNTRY, 

WHERE MY FULL STOCK IS AVAILABLE FOR VIEWING. 

BARRY OLIVER 	 404, YORKTOWN ROAD, 

IT 

	 COLLEGE TOWN, 

STAMPS AND POSTAL HISTORY 	 CAMBERLEY, 

OF THE WORLD 	
SURREY 
0276 	- 32587 	or 
04167 - 70580 (24 hr) 

THE STAMP CENTRE 
,-. 

Aosta (Italy), Jaca (Spain), Nagano (Japan), Ostersund (Sweden), 
Salt Lake City (USA) and Sochi (USSR). The decision will, no 
doubt, focus media attention on Birmingham. 
Sir Arthur Gold, the Chairman of the British Olympic Association, 
and the Association's Secretary General, Richard Palmer, have 
been enlisted as advisors to the organisers of the 1991 World 
Student Games to be held in Sheffield. The move has come as a 
part of an attempt to help the beleaguered city and Games 
Organising Committee in the wake of its financial difficulties. 
Sheffield are adamant that the games will go ahead, despite all 
the problems. Organising Committee Marketing and Salesman, David 
Foggin, returned from the Far East and Australia recently with 
some good news on television coverage, which could help with a 
better sponsorship programme. 

***************************************************************** 

The British Olympic Association's staff, under the watchful eye 
of the Consultant Librarian, Sandy Duncan, have recently made 
major strides in recataloguing the Association's library. This 
is now a well-stocked source of all Olympic information and is 
regularly used by researchers, historians and the sports media. 
It is a reference library, rather than a lending library, and 
members wishing to make use of it should telephone in the first 
instance to make an appointment. The telephone number there is 
071 871 2677, and the library is situated at the BOA headquarters 
at 1 Wandsworth Plain, London SW18 lEH. 

********************************************************** 
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ALBERTVILLE 1992 
Bob Wilcock. 

Details of the main elements of the French philatelic programme 
for 1992 have now been published and, interestingly, although 
the French Post Office are official sponsors of the Games, they 
themselves ran into copyright problems at the beginning. 

The illustration on the left shows the first day postmark for 
the logo stamp, while that on the right shows the original 
design that was proposed. This has the date 8.2.1990 above the 
Olympic rings and ALBERTVILLE '92 in the curve beneath. COJO 
insisted that the correct logo must include the name between 
the rings and the flame, so the postmark had to be changed and 
the 100,000 first day covers that had already been'prepared had 
to be destroyed. 

POSTAL MUSEUM PHILATELIC DOCUMENTS. 
The French Postal Museum found itself with a similar problem.. 
Although the museum is associated with the French Post Office, 
and although the museum's philatelic documents are printed by 
the Post Office on the official presses, there was a dispute as 
to whether the museum was entitled to use the phrase ALBERTVILLE 
92. To avoid any problem, the document for the logo stamp was 
issued with a star shaped hole punched through to remove the 
'92'/ The A4 sized sheet includes an engraving of the stamp in 
red. The document for the figure skating is a double A4 sized 
folder, with a black print engraving of the stamp. The museum 
publishes philatelic documents for all French tamps, but 
unfortunately no standing order service is available for Olympic 
documents only. 

POST OFFICE FOLDERS AND COVERS. 
The souvenir first day folders issued by the French. Post Office 
themselves pale beside the museum documents. Those fOr the first 
two stamps are just A5 folders with a cancelled block of four 
stamps, but no text, just an embossed cover. The official first 
day covers are attractive, however. They are the first Post 
Office first day covers for any French stamps, and while 
commercial cover producers have issued covers, the very tight 
copyright conditions have severely limited the text they can u.‘1.e. 
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THE FUTURE PROGRAMME. 
Illustrations have been published of all ten stamps in the main 
Olympic series, designed by Charles Bridoux. Each is for a 
different venue and illustrates an event taking place there. The 
first day postmarks will be from the respective venues. Each 
stamp will carry a surcharge for the Red Cross, and will be at 
the first class postage rate, currently Ffr. 2.30. The details 
are as follows: 

8 February 1990 
December 1990 
December 1990 
January 1991 
February 1991 
March 1991 
April 1991 
May 1991 
December 1991 
December 1991 

Albertville, ice skating. 
Les Arcs, speed skating (demonstration). 
Courcheval, ski jumping. 
Les Menuires, slalom. 
Meribel, ice hockey. 
La Plagne, luge. 
Pralognan, curling (demonstration). 
Les Saisies, cross country skiing. 
Tignes, artistic skiing. 
Val d'Iseres, alpine skiing (downhill). 

Emission a clicembre 1991 	 Emission en limier 1991 	 Emission en dicembre 1991 

For details of stamp issued on 8.2.90, see section on postcards 

The sheets will be on sale until after the Games, and will be 
reprinted if necessary to meet demand. As with all French stamps, 
ten sheets (five hundred stamps) will be issued imperforate, 
together with two hundred and fifty De Luxe proofs of each of the 
stamps. 

It is understood that there will be another stamp issued in 
December 1991 for the torch run, together with a postal 
stationery card. The French Post Office are official organisers 
of the torch run, (through their subsidiary Chronopost, who are 
official express carriers for the Games), and the majority of 
the runners will be post office employees. Full details of the 
timetable and the route have yet to be finalised, but it is 
expected that handstamps will be used in the principal towns 
through which the torch passes. 
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BOOKLETS. 
The Olympic stamps themselves have not been announced in booklet 
form, but the French Post Office do normally issue a booklet 
each year containing the Red Cross stamps, so it is possible that 
the Olympic stamps will appear in booklets in December 1990 and 
December 1991. 

Meanwhile, the first 'Olympic' booklet containing definitive 
stamps has appeared, and another is forecast. It was announced 
in March that the first French 'discount booklet' was to be 
issued in April 1990 for use in the new style booklet machines 
to be installed in shops, hotels, etc, to the east of Paris in 
the areas served by the post offices of Bobigny, Creteil, Evry 
and Melun. The booklets cost Ffr. 20.00 and contain nine stamps 
of Ffr. 2.30 in the Marianne of Briat design. The cover has the 
text in French (of course) encouraging collectors to commence 
their official Olympic philatelic collection. These booklets were 
not available from the French philatelic Bureau at Stamp World 
London 90, and the staff there understood that their introduction 
had been delayed because of problems in installing the new 
vending machines. They are expected to have been issued by the 
time this article appears in August. 
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However, another booklet was available at Stamp WOrld. This is 
a Ffr. 	10.00 booklet, again carrying Marianne de.  Briat 
definitives and with the cover text that translates as "LA 
POSTE: OFFICIAL SPONSOR OF THE XVI OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES". 

 

OLYMPIC POSTMARK. 
The Olympic slogan postmark announced for 
Albertville from 13 March was not in facrt 
introduced. The original intention wa, 
apparently, to adapt the postmark used during 
the candidature, but it is understood that 
there were problems, and in April- a non- 
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Olympic slogan for this year's Military Music Festival was 
brought into use for three months. This means that the Olympic 
postmark is now expected to have been introduced on Monday 9 July 
with a simple design just showing the Games logo and beside 
it the text "Albertville 92". 

OLYMPIC METERS. 
COJO in Albertville continues to use just a plain meter in 
Albertville itself. They have two Paris offices, one in the 
centre to deal with marketing, and the other by the'Peripherique 
dealing with arrangements for the press before and during the 
Games. Both these offices use postage stamps for their mail. 

AGF (Assurances Generale de France) have introduced Olympic 
meters now in three of their offices, announcing the fact that 
they are sponsors and official insurers to the Games: Illustrated 
is the meter used at Lyon, and similar meters are known from 
Strasbourg and Auxerre. Also illustrated is a stamp-style 
vignette. AGF also have a self-adhesive vignette showing only 
the Games logo and the hexagonal AGF logo. 
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POSTCARD AND MAXIMUM CARD. 
Bob Farley will continue to provide details of the main postcard 
programme, but illustrated here are, firstly an unofficial card 
published in Amiens in 1967 at the time when Jean-Claude Kill" 
(the French skiing hero of the Grenoble Winter Games of 1968) 
resigned from COJO. The second is a maximum card published by 
Les 	Cheminots Philatelistes, the French Railway.. Philatelic 
Society, to mark the arrival of "The Train of Olympism" in the 
departement of Yonne. SNCF, the French railways, are official 
sponsors of the Games and they have provided a special high 
speed train which is touring France until the end of 1991. The 

rings on the special handstamp of 24 March 1990 are not an 
accurate representation of the Olympic rings, presumably because 
of the problems with the copyright 	which brings us back 
to where we started at the beginning of this article! 

************************************ 	 ***** ****** **** 
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STAMPS CATALOGUE 
SPORTS 1990 
(XXVIII EDITION) 

J. M. VIDAL TORRENS 
EDITED BY 

FILATELIA DOMFIL 
NOVELTY 

ALL THEMATIC STAMPS RELATING TO SPORT OF ALL THE 
WORLD. CLASSIFIED BY YEARS AND BY THEMES: (OLYM-

PICS, CYCLE, FOOTBALL, TENNIS, CHESS, BOXING ETC.) 

PLACE YOUR ORDER TO 

FILATELIA DOMFIL 

SAN ANTONIO, 3 
Apartado de Correos, 271 
08201 Sabadell - Espana 

Telefs. (93) 725 87 79 
(93) 725 29 18 

FAX NO: 93-727 

price 4,000 pesetas 

plus postage 

IN PREPARATION 
FLOWERS AND FAUNA 1990 . 
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BARCELONA 1992 
Bob Wilcock. 

"DISENO INFANTIL" 

y 	- 

1"-; 	 _ 7157-7-  

DIRECCION GENERAL DE CORREOS Y TELEGRAMS 

CHILD'S DESIGN 1990. 
Spain's first stamp of 1990, issued on 29 January, showed the 
winning 'design of the Second Schools Philatelic Competition, 
10,000 children entered the competition, and the winner was 
DANIEL GARCIA PEREZ. aged 12 years, a pupil at the Colegio San 
Ignacio in Cadiz. The design incorporates the Olympic rings and 
'92' on a yellow and orange coloured ground representing the 
winds of the world bringing people to Barcelona, (Symbolised by 
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the Sagrada Familia Church) and to the Seville World Fair. Six 
million stamps were printed in sheets of fifty stamps, perforated 
13.75. The value is 20 pesetas, the internal letter rate. 

IV PRE-OLYMPIC ISSUE. 
A set of three stamps was issued on 7 March 1990 and featured 
weightlifting, hockey and judo. The artist for this series was 
Senor Arranz-Bravo and the stamps again bear a surcharge for 
Olympic funds. They were issued in sheetlets of twelve stamps and 
perforated 13.75, and although the printing was increased to 3.9 
million, collectors were still restricted to just five sheetlets 
at the main post offices in Barcelona. SOC member, Manuel Alcala-
Gamez reports that, although he went to the post office after 
finishing night-shift at 6.00am, there were still huge queues. 



g  

The official first day postmark, from Barcelona or.Madrid, shows 
a weightlifter. There was a temporary post office::at the Palace 
of Peldralbes with a handstamp featuring a stylised runner, and 
if you study it carefully, you will see a clever'adaptation of 
the letter 'B' and elements of the Barcelona logo.'Senor Arranz-
Bravo was present at the post office to autograph first day 
covers and other philatelic souvenirs. 
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LA 'UNION Y EL FENIX ESPANOL 

UHIAIZ, 6 - 	- 38201 V100 

SPONSOR METERS. 
From late 1989, the Vigo office of La Union y el Felix Espanol 
have used a meter advertising the fact that the company is the 
official insurer of the Games. The design is the same as for the 
vignette already mentioned in TORCH BEARER. The surprising 
thing is that Vigo is on the far side of Spain from Barcelona, 
on the Atlantic coast. At the time of writing, Olympic meters 
are not known from any other office of the company. 

KODAK. S.A. - Ctra. Nal. VI, Km. 23 - 28230 LAS ROZAS (MADRID) 

  

Kodak 
GoLoR 01 IMPICO 

ESPA El A 

-mkt -2 2 
2 

   

Kodak are official 1992 sponsors through the IOC's 'Top 2' 
programme, and they are using an Olympic meter in Madrid. 
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OLYMPIC POSTMARKS. 
The XIII Catalonian Marathon was run in March from Matoro on the 
edge of Barcelona to the Montjuic Stadium. There was a roller 
postmark from Matoro written in Catalan, mentioning that the 
finish was at the 'Estadi Olimpic'. 
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The handstamp for the Regional Youth Philatelic Exhibition held 
in Barcelona 	on 6-7 April 1990 depicts a young boy in a judo 
outfit, while the text refers to the fact that the exhibition 
was held at 'Sants-Montjuic Districte Olimpic'. 

EL SALVADOR 26 MAY 1989 
I am grateful to Andy Potter for pointing out that the second 
pre-Olympic set from El Salvador includes the four unaccepted 
designs by E. Alert Duval for Spain's first pre-Olympic series, 
and illustrated in TORCH BEARER in November 1989 (page 157). 
There are two other stamps and two miniature sheets and it could 
well be that these designs were also submitted to the Spanish 
Post Office for later pre-Olympic issues. 

* * * * **** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 	* * * * * 	* 	t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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THE REICHSPOST IN 1936 
Dieter Germann 

(Continued from the previous issue.) 

Long before the start of the Olympic Games, the Reichspost 
introduced slogan cancellations advertising the event, both in 
Berlin and numerous German towns. These cancellations vary 
between single and double ring circular date stamps which 
carried the text OLYMPISCHE SPIELE BERLIN 1-16 AUGUST 1936, and 
used as their design the Olympic rings and the Brandenburg Gate. 
Among the cancellations most sought by collectors are red meter 
cancellations with slogans advertising the Games, of which 
approximately sixty are known to exist. 

In order to satisfy the requirements of stamp collectors who 
wanted to have stamps with perfect cancellations, the postal 
authorities developed a fast drying, deep black ink. An 
instruction pamphlet was also produced which gave details how 
the stamps were to be perfectly cancelled. With the exception of 
parcels, all types of postal material, as well as telegrams and 
telephone calls, were accepted by the special post offices. 
Poste Restante and money transactions, (travellers cheques and 
money orders) were also processed. The post office at the 
Olympic Village, as well as those at the Olympid camps, also 
accepted parcels and packets, and delivered them. 

To avoid some of the congestion at the special post offices 
during competition times, one hundred itinerant stamp salesmen 
were placed outside the post offices. In the Olympic StadiuM 
there were usually forty of them. For the same reason, ten newly 
developed two-man mobile sales tables were used, at which 
Olympic stamps were sold and could be cancelled. These counters 
were jocularly called "two-man tanks". The table had rubber 
wheels which could be locked. The salesman stood at one of the 
shorter ends of the table, while the place for cancellations was 
opposite. A letter box was positioned at each side of the table, 
which was built from light weight steel tubing. Additionally, a 
large umbrella protected the salesmen from sun and rain. These 
mobile sales counters were mostly positioned near the postcard 
sales stands. 

Also on sale were the previously mentioned souvenir sheets which 
had been prepared in advance with the complete set of stamps and 
which were available with various special handstamps. Over 
200,000 of these sheets were sold in the sixteen days. 25,000 
were sold on which each individual stamp was cancelled with a 
different Olympic handstamp. Within the Olympic area, automatic 
machines which offered Olympic stamps were also erected.These 
stamps did not originate from automatic vending machine stamp 
coils, but from the standard sheet issue which had been joined 
together by the margin to form coils of 300 stamps. The values 
used were 6, 8, 12, 15 and 25 Rpf. 

The requests for stamps and cancellations was considerable. In 
spite of the heavy demand, everything went smoothly and the post 
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office workers fulfilled every request in a consistently friendly 
manner. It was only after midnight on 1 August that the last 
customer left the post office in the Olympic Stadium. In the 
Deutschlandhalle, the post office counters could only be closed 
at 4.00am on the morning of 3 August. 

The special post offices also had their own registration labels 
for registered mail, which can partially be differentiated by the 
size of the letters used in the text. The special registration 
labels bore the name of the post office and additionally had the 
following differentiating letters: 

Berlin Olympia-Stadion. 
a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, k, 1, m, n, o, p, q, r, s, 
t, u, v, w, x, ab, ac, ad, ae, af, ag, ai, aj, ak, al, 
am, an, ao, ap. 
Berlin Olympia-Schwimmstadion. 
a, b, c, d, e, f, g, m. 
Berlin Olympia-Reiterplatz. 
a, b, c, d, e, f, n. 
Berlin Deutschlandhalle. 
a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, 1, k, r 
Berlin Olympialager Heerstrasse. 
without letter, a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, k, o. 
Berlin Olympisches Dorf. 
a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, k, 1, m, n, o, p, q, r, u. 
Berlin Internationales Sportstudenten-Lager. 
a, b, c, d, e. 
Berlin K.d.F.-Stadt. 
a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, k, 1. 
Berlin Ausstellung Deutschland. 
a, b, c, d, e, f, g. 
Berlin Grunau Regattabahn. 
a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, k, 1, m, n, p, q, r, s, t. 
Berlin Internationales Kanulager Muggelsee; 
a, b, c, d, f, g, h, and a provisional label. 
Berlin Fahrbares Postamt. 
a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, k, 1, m, n, o, p, q, r. 
Berlin Olympia-Postburo, Berlin Charlottenburg 9. 
a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, k, 1, m. 
Berlin Olympia-Stadion (Presse) 
a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, k, 1. 
Berlin Olympia-Presshauptquartier. 
a, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, k, o, p. 

2.3. AIRMAIL AND PNEUMATIC MAIL. 
Special consideration was devoted to the airmail'service. The 
Reichspost took special measures to improve and expedite the 
delivery of these consignments. Letter boxes were emptied more 
frequently and the night time clearance of all letter boxes in 
the areas of Berlin C2, N4, NW7, SW11, 017, Charlottenburg 2, 
Friedenau and Streglitz was extended. 

For general purposes the Olympic stadium post office was 
connected with the Berlin pneumatic post offices. At the special 
post offices at the Reichssportfeld and the press headquarters', 
all airmail despatches which could not be sent through the 
pneumatic system to the airmail collection point at post office 
C2 were taken direct to the central airport Tempelhof by post 
office employees on motor bikes. More than 482,000 airmail items 
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were sent during the period of the Games. This was an increase of 
2707. above the regular use of the airmail service. The number of 
airmail letters coming into Berlin also showed an increase of 
approximately 100% and amounted to 142,000 items. 

3. SPECIAL ADMINISTRATIVE DEPARTMENTS. 
In order to satisfy the numerous requests of all collectors both 
at home and abroad, a special stamp despatch and cancelling 
department was installed at the special Olympic post office at 
Charlottenburg 9. All written requests for Olympic stamps and 
cancellations were processed here, day and night by one hundred 
postal clerks. Each day more than four thousand orders were dealt 
with. Very frequently, the requests were for particular 
cancellations, or even for all 214 special cancellations with all 
the differentiating letters. 

For carriage on the North America flights of the airship 
Hindenburg on 5 and 14 August, one firm alone despatched 3,000 
registered letters, another German multi-national company asked 
for the cancellation and posting overseas of 45,000 picture 
postcards carrying Olympic stamps, and a large tobacco company 
mailed 34,000 postcards. In total, more than 100,000 orders were 
processed which amounted to the cancellation of 1.2 million items 
and the despatch of 1.4 million loose or stuck :down postage 
stamps. To this had to be added the processing of 66,000 
registered letters. 

The special clearing office attached to the past office at 
Berlin C2 had some of the most difficult problems to solve 
during the period of the Games. Although both the press and the 
radio continually reminded people that it was important to give 
a full, correct address when writing to participants at, and 
visitors to, the Games, nevertheless, some B32,000 items of mail 
arrived in Berlin with insufficient address. Almost 90% of these 
were forwarded to the recipients through painstaking attention to 
detail. 
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To enable the visitors to Berlin to see something of the 
beautiful surrounding Mark Brandenburg countryside and the 
sights of Berlin, the Olympic motorised post was established, 
which was responsible for all excursions. The German post office 
brought two hundred bus drivers from all parts of Germany to 
assist and to drive the one hundred and forty buses of the 
latest design that had been added to the fleet. A further 
sixty buses stood ready at Potsdam. This motorised post was 
responsible also for the accommodation and schedules of the 
buses and their drivers, and for the routes of all the 
excursions. This office was not responsible for the receipt or 
delivery of mail. For this reason, it had neither a general 
or a special Olympic cancellation. 

Apart from the omnibuses, the following other motorised transport 
was regulated by this department: 

147 motor bikes without sidecar. 
231 motor bikes with sidecar. 
123 motor cars. 
53 vans. 
15 small vans. 
27 trailers. 

243 3/4 ton electric vans 
443 2 ton electric vans. 

4. OLYMPIC FLIGHT OF THE LZ129 HINDENBURG. 
The Olympic flight of the airship LZ 129 Hindenburg must be 
included in the postal history of the Olympic Games in Berlin. 
On the opening day of the Olympic Games, on 1 August, the 
airship LZ 129 started the Olympic flight at 7.13 am from 
Frankfurt Rhein-Main Airport, and arrived in Berlin at 13.40 in 
misty weather. The airship flew over the Reichssportfeld at 
14.05 and at 15.07. The airship did not land in Berlin, but 
threw out the mail sacks at Berlin Tempelhof Airport at 15.30, 
15.35 and 15.43 from a height of 220 metres. The return flight 
was over Dessau, Hof and Bad Kissingen. With an average speed of 
116 kilometres per hour, the airship landed at 21.12 in Frankfurt 
on Main with its fifty four official staff and sixty four 
passengers, having been in the air for fourteen hours and having 
covered a distance of 1,622 kilometres. 

On this flight of the LZ 129, 61,369 letters and 57,710 
postcards, as well as 15 kilograms ( approximately 2,500 pieces) 
of on-board mail were carried. It is interesting that only 
barely 2.57. of the total mail carried was mailed on board. The 
forwarded mail, which in total weighed some 777 kilograms, was 
less than 17. of the total capacity, which included the 
passengers, personnel and operational reserves. 

The tariff for items mailed on the Olympic flight was 50 Rpf for 
a postcard and 1 RM for a letter. In contrast, an airmail 
postcard 	generally cost 16 Rpf and an airmail letter 22 Rpf. 
Registered mail was not carried on this flight. Mail which 
indicated that the registration service was required, received 
a black oblong cachet inscribed EINSCHREIBEN UNZULASSIG 
(Registration inadmissible) BAHNPOSTAMT 19 FRANKFURT (MAIN). The 
mail received an airmail confirmation cachet specially for this 
flight with the text: LUFTSCHIFF HINDENBURG OLYMPIAFAHRT 1936. 
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This cachet exists in various tones, namely red and cinnamon red 
to violet. These colour changes are probably due to the extended 
use of the cinnamon red ink pad. 

Mail from countries that had treaty arrangements for Zeppelin 
post was also carried on this flight. Mail received the 
cancellation inscribed FLUG UND LUFTSCHIFFHAFEN RHEIN-MAIN 
FRANKFURT (MAIN) at the gathering point for the mail in 
Frankfurt. Differentiating letters a, d, e, f, g, and h were 
used. The letter "c" was not used. The letter "b" has been found 
on transit mail from abroad. With the letter "a", two strokes 
appear before the time, thus --3. The time is mostly given as 3 
o'clock, but occasionally also as 4 o'clock. Mail which arrived 
too late at the receiving office at Frankfurt railway station 
post office [Bahnhofpostamt 19 Frankfurt (Main)] to receive the 
Frankfurt cancellation, were cancelled during the flight with the 
on-board cancellation in either blue or black ink. 

All the mail on board, placed into forty sackS, and thrown 
overboard at Tempelhof Airport with a parachute, received a 
circular arrival cancellation BERLIN ZENTRALFLUGHAFEN 1.8.36. 
These cancellations are known with the letters a (wide or narrow 
setting) and C, as a single ring pneumatic post dancellation, 
with the time registered as 3-4N, as well as a. double ring 
pneumatic post cancellation with the time in mirfutes 3.30 or 
16.00. To date, six different arrival cancellations are known. 

Covers which are franked with the Olympic miniature sheets are 
rare. It is known that the Olympic flight started in Frankfurt 
at 7.13 on the morning of 1 August. The first day of issue of 
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the Olympic miniature sheets was also 1 August. They were not on 
sale in Frankfurt (Main). Therefore, it was not possible for 
collectors to prepare these covers with the miniature sheets for 
themselves. The few known covers emanate from stamp dealers or 
cancel subscription dealers, who were sent the miniature sheets 
in advance. 

The post and telecommunications department surpassed themselves 
during the period of the Summer Olympic Games in Berlin. During 
this time, four thousand five hundred letter boxes were emptied 
seven hundred and twenty thousand times and not less than 102 
million items were collected for transmission. Six thousand 
postal clerks were occupied in preparing a further 54 million 
items. In total, some 156 million postal items were handled in 
Berlin, of which 530,000 were express letters. 

- to be continued - 

*****C14********************************************************* 

SUPPORT YOUR SOCIETY! 

Please mention TORCH BEARER when writing to advertisers. It 
helps to promote the Society and this way the dealer will know 
that it pays to advertise with us. 
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U.S OLYMPIC CONTRIBUTION 
The USPS will sponsor the 1992 Olympic Games in Albertville and 
Barcelona. 	The announcement was made on 15 November 1989 by 
Postmaster General Anthony M Frank. A special cancellation was 
used to commemorate the event. During the announcement, Senior 
Assistant Postmaster General Peter K Eichorn indicated that the 
Postal Service had been looking for methods of generating new 
revenue and that world-wide Olympic sponsorship offered a unique 
opportunity. In addition to increasing its share of international 
expedited mail, the Postal Service will expand its philatelic 
programme to include several items over the next three years. 

ritge.:.  

CELEBRATION 
wicosuus 
POWALUMCE STATION 

   

NOVEMBER 15, 1989 

  

WASHINGTON, DC 20066 

  

crrom Ct TIAFC V041.0A 

  

   

SPONSORSHIP 

To initiate the sponsorship and to commemorate the announcement, 
the Postal Service has produced a philatelic folder which will be 
available for $4.95. The folder features a colourful photograph 
of bicycle racers on the curved bank of a velodrome. Inside, a 
composite of the Postal Service logo with the Olympic rings is 
printed in silver and blue next to the names of the announcement 
ceremony participants. Affixed inside are two commemorative 
stamps honouring the 1992 Olympic Winter and Summer games and a 
pictorial cancellation. 

(ED. I understand from Mark Maestrone that the brochure, printed 
on stock card and with the same cancel as shown above, had A 
print run of only 1,600, AND WAS NOT REPRINTED. This item was 
sold out during World Stamp Expo, and therefore was never 
available from the USPS Sales Department. While it was being 
sold at $4.95 by the USPS, the few remaining copies were being 
sold by one dealer for $14.95. Mark has found no other sources 
for this item, and would consider it to be quite rare, especially 
since it will be sought after by both collectors of the Olympic 
and the cycling theme. 

The USPS has also entered into agreements with more than twenty 
postal administrations around the world and will be producing 
products in conjunction with them. These products will include 
mint sets and joint issues, among others. The current list of 
countries involved includes Austria, Autsralia, Belgium, Brazil, 
Canada, Cyprus, France, West Germany, Hong Kong, Ireland, 
Israel, Italy, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, 
Portugal, Somalia, Spain and Switzerland. The USPS. have stated 
that they intend to pursue further  agreements  with other 
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countries during the 20th Universal Postal Union Congress 
As an official sponsor of the Games, the USPS has authorised the 
use of a special die hub cancellation at one hundred and forty 
five post offices until 31 August 1992. Thes hubs may be used 
intermittently or continuously, depending on the prior 
commitments of the local post offices. The wording on the 
hubs is U.S. POSTAL SERVICE/OFFICIAL SPONSOR/ 1992 OLYMPIC GAMES. 
The following post offices will have the die hub:- 

Akron Oh 44309, Albany NY 12212, Albuquerque NM 87101, Anaheim 
CA 92803, Anchorage AK 99599, Atlanta GA 30304, Austin TX 78710, 
Bakerfield CA 93380, Baltimore MD 21233, Baton Rouge LA 70821, 
Billings MT 59101, Birmingham AL 35203, Bloomington IL 61701, 
Boise ID 83708, Boston MA 02205, Bronx NY 05401, Brooklyn NY 
11201, Buffalo NY 14240, Charlston SD 29423, Charlston VA 25301, 
Charlotte NC 28228, Chattanooga TN 37401, Chicago IL 60607, 
Cincinnati OH 45234, Cleveland OH 44101, Colorado Springs CO 
90311, Columbia SC 29201, Corpus Christi TX 78469, Dallas TX 
75260, Dayton OH 45401, Denver CO 80202, Des Moines IA 53018, 
Detroit MI 49233, Eugene OR 97401, Everett WA 98201, Fairbanks AK 
99701, Fresno CA 93796, Ft. Lauderdale FL 33310, Ft. Myers FL 
33906, Ft. Wayne IN 46802, Ft. Worth TX 76161, Gary IN 46401, 
Grand Rapids MI 49501, Green Bay WI 54303, Greensboro NC 27402, 
Greenville SC 29602, Hackensack NJ 07601, Harrisburg PA 17105, 
Hartford CT 06101, Honolulu HI 96820, Houston TX 77201, 
Indianapolis IN 46206, Inglewood CA 90311, Jackson MS 39205, 
Jacksonville FL 32203, Kalamazoo MI 49001, Kansas City MO 64108, 
Knoxville TN 37950, 

Lansing MI 48924, Las Vegas NV 89199, Lexington KY 40511, Little 
Rock AR 72231, Lincoln NE 68501, Lubbock TX 79402, Long Beach CA 
90809, Los Angeles CA 90055, Louisville KY 40231, Macon GA 31213, 
Manchester NH 03103, Marysville CA 95901, Memphis TN 38101, Miami 
FL 33152, Middlesex-Essex MA 01888, Mid Island NY (HKVL) 11802, 
Milwaukee WI 53203, Minneapolis MN 55401, Mobile AL 36601, Morgan 
Station NY 10199, Mount Vernon NY 10551, Nashville TN 37202, 
Newark NJ 07102, New Haven CT 06511, New Orleans LA 70113, 
Norfolk VA 23501, North Jersey NJ 07099, North Suburban IL 60499, 
North Virginia VA 23501, Oakland CA 94615, Oklahoma City OK 
73125, Omaha NE 68108, Orlando FL 32862, Oshkosh WI 54901, 

Pensacola FL 32500, Peoria IL 61601, Philadelphia PA 19104, 
Phoenix AZ 85026, Pittsburgh PA 15290, Pocatello ID 83201, 
Portland ME 04101, Portland OR 97208, Providence RI 02904, 
Raleigh NC 27611, Richmond VA 23232, Rochester NY 14692, Royal 
Oak MI 4E1068, Sacramento CA 95813, Salem OR 97301, Salt Lake City 
UT 84199, Savannah GA 31401, San Antonio TX 78284, San Bernadino 
CA 92403, San Diego CA 92199, San Francisco CA 94188, San Jose CA 
95101, San Juan PR 00936, Santa Ana CA 92711, Santa Barbara CA 
93102, Seattle WA 98109, Shreveort LA 71102, Sioux City IA 51101, 
South Bend IN 46624, South Jersey NJ 08031, South Suburban IL 
60499, Spokane WA 99210, Springfield IL 62703, Springfield MA 
01101, Stamford CT 06910, St Louis MO 63155, St Paul MN 55101, 
Tacoma WA 98402, Tampa FL 33630, Toledo OH 43601, Topeka KS 
66603, Trenton NJ 08650, Tucson AZ 85726, Tulsa OK 74104, Tyler 
TX 75702, Van Nuys CA 91404, Washington DC 20066, Westchester NY 
19850, Wilmington DE 10550, Worchester MA 01613, Youngstown OH 
44501. 

To order these postmarks, add 9998 to the ZIP code. 
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On February 10 1990, the United 
States Postal Service released .a 
25 cent stamp honouring the Olympic 
athlete, Jesse Owens, during 
the 	Tenth 	annual . Jesse Owens 
International Trophy Award ceremony 
in New York City. 

Ruth Owens his widow, Assistant 
Postmaster 	General 	Gordon . C 
Morison, and Carl Lewis, the gold 
medal Olympian of 1984 and 1988, 
undraped the design, which was also 
shown earlier during a press 
conference at the hotel. 

The Jesse Owens commemorative will be one of five stamps 
honouring American Olympians to be issued in booklet form later 
this year. The design by Bart Forbes of Dallas, Texas, features 
a dramatic portrait of Owens poised in a sprinter's start. 

Speaking at the evening stamp design unveiling, Morison noted: 
The Postal Service is proud to pay tribute to one of the true 
legends of sport. A world record holder and four time gold 
medallist in the 1936 Olympic Games in Berlin, Jesse Owens will 
forever be remembered as one of the greatest athletes who ever 
lived. 

During the ceremony, the Tenth annual Jesse Owens Internationakl 
Trophy award was presented to Olympic gold medallist, Roger 
Kingdom. The award is presented to the outstanding track and 
field athlete of the year. 

Owens had previously been honoured by the USPS at the opening 
day ceremony for World Stamp Expo '89 in Washinton DC on 2 
December. Participating in the ceremony were his widow and his 
daughter, Dr Leroy Walker US Olympic Committee Treasurer, Carl 
Lewis and Deputy Postmaster General Michael S Coughlin. 

Owens was born in Alabama in 1915, moving with his family to 
Cleveland Ohio, where he excelled in track and field events in 
high school. He won the broad jump titles at the 1933-34 and 
1934-35 outdoor meets of the National Amateur Athletic Union. 
While on the Ohio State University track team in 1935 and 1936, 
Owens broke several world records in broad jumping, hurdling and 
flat racing. 

At the 1936 Olympic Games, he won four gold medals, equalling 
the world record in the 100 metres, breaking world records in 
the 200 metres and the broad jump, and being a part of the 
winning US 4 X 100 metres relay team. Later that year, he was 
barred by the AAU because he failed to go on a scheduled trip to 
Sweden with a team of American track stars. 

Although his real name was James Cleveland Owens, he was known 
as 'Jesse' since his earliest school days, for when asked his 
name, he replied "JC Owens", which the teacher misheard as Jesse. 
and the name stuck from that time onwards. 

****************************************************i************ 
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XVI COMMONWEALTH GAMES 
Robert Cyca. 

The XIV Commonwealth Games held in Auckland, New Zealand, from 
24 January to 3 February 1990 saw fifty five countries and two 
and a half thousand athletes competing in ten official sports 
and two demonstration sports. The games unquestionably were 
spectacular. While no world records were established, there were 
still many memorable world-class performances and many 

Commonwealth Games records were 
broken. England's breast stroke 
champion, 	Adrian 	Moorhouse, 
equalled his world record in the 
100 metres and his victory put him 
in a very select group of 

Gold surer Bronze' Total 
st . 	 Commonwealth athletes by winning a 

s sr
4 0 a.-  1n gold medal in three consecutive 

	

u 	m 	112 	games. Australia's young sensation, 

	

24 	2 7 • U 

	

A 	I 	I 	12 	1500 metres freestyle swimmer, Glen 

	

I 	• 3 	1 	u 	Housman, narrowly missed out in the 
• IS 

13 • 	 2s 	world record, but became the second 

Malaysia 4, 	 2 
7 	1 	22 	swimmer to crack the 15 minutes 

• Jamaica -iz 	 4 	 4 	barrier for the distance. 
Uganda 	 4 
Northern Ireland 	 3 	 - 

	

Nauru 2 	 s The Australian team were the 
Hong Kong , r 	 1 	 S 	dominant 	force at these games, 

• 4 	 -2 	winning 162 medals (see medal 

	

- 2 	table). 	They 	were 	especially 
. 4 ' 

	

	 impressive in the swimming events, 
where their crack squad took 
21 of the 32 gold medals available. 

	

-t 	 3  While the Kenyans were still 

	

2 	a force on the track (with their 
- ' 2  • squad at half strength), England 

. 	performed best at the Mount Smart 
qi T;.-  Stadium, led by their sprinter 
	  Linford Christie with Peter Elliott 

competing in the 1500 metres and 
Eamonn Martin in the 10,000 metres. 

On the philatelic front there were a number of collectable items. 

Eight stamps and an FDC were issued on 8 November 1989. They 
were designed by Heather Arnold of Auckland and lithographed by 
Leigh-Mardon Pty, Ltd, Australia. There were three 40c stamps, 
showing Goldie the games' mascot, the games logo and gymnastics. 
50c showed weightlifting, 65c swimming, 80c cycling, $1.00 lawn 
bowls and $1.80 athletics. Two miniature sheets and two FDC's 
were issued on 24 January, the opening day of the games. The 
design of the stamps shows the logo and mascot, as on the first 
two values of the 8 November issue. 

Special postmarks were only available from the games village in 
Auckland. There was a changeable date stamp and the commemorative 
Goldie postmarks were only used on the dates indicated. Ten 
Goldie postmarks were also used for these games. 

Medals :table~ 
Australia 
England . 
Canada 
New Zealand 
India 
Wales 
Kenya 
Nigeria 

Bangladesh 
Jersey 
Bermuda 
Guernsey 
Papua N. Guinea 
Zimbabwe . , 
Ghana 
Tanzania • 
Zambia 	.1  
Bahamas 
Western Samoa 
Guyana 
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Sixteen official postcards were produced for these games, one 
featuring the official mascot Goldie the Kiwi. Twelve cards 
depicted Auckland city scenes and three featured. New Zealand 
scenes. A small number of unofficial postcards were available, 
one of which is shown below. The total number of unofficial 
cards produced is not known. 

Major sponsors included ASB (official bank), Air New Zealand 
(official airline), BP (official fuel), DB Draught (official 
beer), Kodak (official film), NEC (official home electronics), 
Nikon (official cameras), Seiko (official scoring and timing), 
Telecom (official communications), Toyota (official motor 
vehicles), Television New Zealand and UniSys (official 
computers). Many of these sponsors produced their own envelopes, 
labels and other souvenirs of the games. For a selection, see 
overleaf. News has not been received that any of thete companies 
used a meter cancellation with either the games logo or the 
mascot, though it is possible that these do exist. 
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We concentrate on the philatelic and cinderella aspects 
of the XVlth Olympiad. If you wish to buy or sell material in good 
condition, kindly contact us. 
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OLYMPIC TRIVIA 
Gleaned From Old Newspapers by Harry Beinart. 

THE TIMES. (London) 18 July 1912. To the Editor of the Times: 

Sir, 	We have four years in which to set our house in order 
before the Berlin Olympic Games. Might I suggest that the most 
pressing charge of all is that we should send in a British Empire 
team instead of merely a British team? The Americans• very wisely 
and properly send Red Indians, negroes, and even a Hawaiian 
amongst their representatives. We, on the contrary, acquiesce in 
our white fellow subjects from the Colonies contending under 
separate headings. I am sure that if they were approached with 
tact they would willingly surrender the occasional local honours 
they may gain in order to form one united team of Africans, 
Australians and Canadians and would do their share with men from 
the Mother Country under one flag and the same insignia. I would 
go further and see whether amongst Ceylon or Malay swimmers, 
Indian runners and Sikh wrestlers, we cannot find winners amongst 
the coloured races of the Empire. Such a movement would, I think, 
be of the highest political importance, for there could not be 
better object lessons of the unity of the Empire than such a team 
all striving for victory of the same flag. 

Yours sincerely, 
Arthur Conan Doyle. 
Windlesham, Crowborough, Sussex, 15 July. 

0 	0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

RAND DAILY MAIL. (South Africa) 21 October 1937. 

At Berlin, Olympic games champions were presented with young oak 
trees. For the Tokyo Japan 1940 Olympic Games it was suggested 
that swords be presented to the men champions and Japanese style 
mirrors to the women champions. Others proposed that the ICHO 
(Gingko) tree instead of an oak tree be presented, and as an 
experiment some Gingko trees have been planted in the garden (of 
the Chief of the Japanese Delegation to the Berlin Olympic Games 
and an Olympic Organising Committee member) in Yokohama. 

0 	0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

RAND DAILY MAIL. (South Africa) 3 September 1938. 

The I.O.C. decided in Brussels today to let Switzerland hold the 
1940 Winter Olympics, although Finland had already declared that 
they would undertake to hold them. This decision was made 
because Switzerland is in a position to hold all the 'ski numbers, 
which would not be on the programme if held in Finland. 

*********44**44*************************44*******4***4*********** 
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MELBOURNE'S BID 
Robert Budge. 

On Thursday 17 November 1988, the Australian Olympic Federation, 
(AOF) met at the Australian Institute of Sport in Canberra. The 
meeting was to hear the bids by Brisbane, Melbourne and Sydney, 
and then to decide who would be Australia's candidate city for 
the 1996 Olympic Summer Games. The original venue for the 
meeting was changed from Melbourne to Canberra in an effort to 
show no favoritism to any one city. 

During the morning, the three bids were presented to the 
Federation, and after hearing from all three, the AOF Executive 
retired to discuss and consider the bids. At 4.00pm, a press 
conference was called to announce the name of the successful 
city which would represent Australia in its bid for the XXVI 
Olympiad. 

To the delight of the Mayor, Winsome McCaughey, Melbourne, the 
host city of the 1956 Olympic Games was declared the winner by 
the Premier who said, "Melbourne has just got to the starting 
blocks". 
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Melbourne's bid is a compact one, with all the venues within an 
easy walk or a short drive from the city centre. The only two 
exceptions are Carrum and Werribee, which are no great distance 
away at 32 kilometres and 27 kilometres respectively, (see 
previous page). 

The Melbourne Cricket Ground will again host the opening and 
closing ceremonies, along with athletics and the soccer finals, 
while all the other soccer matches will be played in various 
local grounds situated around Melbourne. 

One venue that has to be built is the Albert Park Sports Complex. 
This new complex will be the venues for badminton, basketball':, 
cycling, swimming and diving, table tennis, water polo and 
wrestling. Some volleyball matches will also take here as well 
as at the Melbourne Sports and Entertainment Centre, which will 
be the venue for the boxing contests. 

Werribee Park will be the site for archery, the equestrian 
events and shooting, while the National Tennis Centre, the home 
of the Australian Open, will play host to the tennis players and 
the gymnasts. The exhibition buildings at this location will be 
the home for the fencers and for the martial arts, such as judo 
and taekwondo. 

Other sports will be housed at the State Baseball Centre at 
Altona, the State Theatre, venue for weightlifting, the Festival 
Hall will hold the handball matches, while the Royal Park will 
be the site of the hockey matches. The pentathlon Will be held 
at various venues, depending on the event. 

The newly-built State Water Sports Centre at Carrum will host 
the power and canoeing events, while the yachtsmen will be found 
at Port Phillip Bay and they will be accommodated at the Royal 
Melbourne Yacht Squadron at St Kilda. Since most of the sporting 
venues are already built, few new ones will be required, and it 
is mainly a case of upgrading and refurbishing existing sites. 

The media centre will be built on the city fringes and will have 
the most modern equipment that is available at the time of the 
Games. After the Games, this centre will be used for offices. 

It is intended to build the Olympic Village from scratch. This 
will house all the athletes and team officials in one place, 
which will also be an aid to security. The village will be ultra 
modern, and will contain everything that an athlete could wish 
for. Shops, cinemas, cafes, discos, banks, as well as landscaped 
gardens for peace and quiet, will be included, as well as a 
large sports area containing gymnasia and a swimming ;pool. 

The village will be built on what is now called Victoria Dock, 
but will be renamed Victoria Harbour, and will cover an area of 
32 hectares. 

Transport for the athletes and officials will be a priority, and 
two hundred and fifty buses will be used to transport them to 
and from the village and the sporting venues. Transport for 
spectators will be easy, since most of the venues will be but a 
short walk from each other, or will be accessible by public 
transport, by bus, tram or train. The spectator will be 
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encouraged to use public transport, since no private car parking 
facilities will be available at the .sporting venues. Melbourne 
Airport at Tullamarine will be the arrival and departure point 
for the athletes and officials from overseas. 

Financing the Melbourne bid has cost the tax payers nothing, 
since one hundred companies joined the 100 Club, by each donating 
A$100,000.00, which is being used to cover all the costs of the 
bid. The Games are expected to make a profit, mainly thanks to 
broadcasting revenue, the marketing of licenses and ticket sales. 

In conjunction with the Games, a cultural festival will be held 
in various places around the city, such as the Myer Music Bowl 
and the Victorian Arts Centre. 

The logo or symbol to be used for 
the Melbourne Bid was designed 
by Ken Cato and depicts the Olympic 
flame shown in the colours of the 
five Olympic rings. The idea came 
to Ken while sitting in an hotel in 
Kuala Lumpur. His idea was to have 
a logo that would be easily 
recognised for what it was, and 
what could be more symbolic than 
the flame in its five colours? 

OLYMPICS FOR 
MELBOURNE 

1996 

Melbourne's bid will be presented 
to the International Olympic 

7'El--4-°""'" Committee 	in 	three 	volumes, 
coloured in gold, silver and 
bronze, and will then have to 
compete with the bids being 
presented by Athens, Atlanta, 

1 Belgrade, Manchester and Toronto. 
For the winner, it will be the 
start of a period of intense 
activity, and for the losers, an 
opportunity to plan a better 
campaign for a future bid. 

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 

SUPPORT YOUR SOCIETY! 

If you enjoy receiving the packet, or enjoy receiving a cheque 
from sale of material through the packet, why not sit down and 
prepare a packet for our Packet Manager, Bob Wilcock NOW 

Bob needs more material now if he is to have enough books to 
send out worthwhile packets this autumn. So you the Society and 
yourself a favour, prepare a booklet or two today. 

You will find Bob's address on the inside front cover. 

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
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PROFILE 
Vic Manikian. 

Abel Kiviat, at 97 years old, is America's oldest living Olympic 
medal winner. In the summer of 1912, when he was - twenty years 
old, he was the best mile runner and the world record holder in 
the 1500 metres. Most newspapers throughout the United States 
predicted that he would be the winner in the 1500 metres race at 
the Stockholm Games. 

Sweden, which had made rapid strides in physical education, was 
the perfect host, organising and conducting a smoothly run 
Olympic Games that were held from 5 May until 22 July 1912. 
Twenty six nations and 2,547 athletes participated. For the first 
time, electronic timing devices and a public address system were 
used as an aid. 

The American team, winners, 3000 metres. Kiriat is at left. 

In a conversation with Abel Kiviat, he told me that the 1500 
metres race was the one major disappointment in his life. "That 
was a crazy summer," he recalled. "The Titanic went down in the 
April, and we went over to the Olympics on the SS Finland in 
June. It took about ten days to get over there and. we lived on 
the boat for the whole time we were in Stockholm." 

Abel also spoke about George S. Patton, who com:peted in the 
military pentathlon and about the great Jim Thorpe,• who was one 
of his room mates. The conversation finally centred around the 
1500 metres race. 

"I won my two preliminary heats with ease," he recalled, "and 
everybody was predicting that I would win the final easily. In 
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fact, everyone was saying we'd sweep the medals. My team mates, 
Norman Taber and John Paul Jones, were not as good as me, but 
they were better than the rest". 

"Anyway, with one lap to go, I took the lead, and Taber and 
Jones were behind me. They told me afterwards that this guy from 
Great Britain - his name was Arnie Jackson - was right behind 
Jones in fourth place. Well, maybe me and my guys started to 
sprint too soon - I don't know - but coming off the last curve 
we were still first, second and third. But then, down the 
homestretch, here comes Jackson. I didn't know who it was 	but 
thirty yards from the finish, I'm being passed, and it's this 
British guy, Jackson 	 and then there was the tape 	 and 
it was over." 

Abel received his silver medal several days after the race. In 
1912, the presentations were made in a single ceremony in which 
all the medal winners received their awards. King Gustav V of 
Sweden presented the medals. 

Abel Kiviat had one more distinction. Long after the Games, he 
lost the silver medal awarded by King Gustav in 1912. On 14 
April 1988, Gustav's great grandson replaced the silver medal in 
a simple ceremony in Trenton, New Jersey, while he was on a visit 
to the United States. 

Autograph of Abel Kiriat on a 1912 cover. 
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THE INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMM  
George Scheffel. 

(This article first appeared in the Journal of Sports 
Philatelists, and is reprinted with permission.) 

The International Congress for the revival of the Olympic Games 
met at the Sorbonne in June 1894. The forty nine athletic 
associations and seventy nine delegates from twelve attending 
nations agreed to hold the first Games of modern times at Athens 
in 1896. Baron Pierre de Coubertin had given much thought to the 
structure needed to arrange the event and was prepared when a 
decision was reached. 

In addition to himself, fourteen members from the twelve 
countries were appointed to form the first International Olympic 
Committee. It is the foundation of the Olympic Movement and 
serves as trustee for the Olympic Idea. It has power as a guide, 
guardian and as an arbitrator. "It constructed, strengthened, 
guided and arbitrated this prodigious humanitarian movement which 
never ceased growing". In 1894 the IOC had fifteen members and 
in 1982 it had eighty three. Over the years, there have been more 
than three hundred and fifty members who have' guided and 
contributed to the growth of the Olympic Games. Many have 
previously participated to the Games as athletes, some of whom 
have won gold medals. The members are selected because of their 
knowledge of sport, their standing in their own country and their 
dedication to the Olympic Ideal. 

The International Sports Federations and the National Olympic 
Committees assist in the preparations for the Games..De Coubertin 
stated that "the members of the IOC are not entitled to take the 
place of the technicians responsible for the conduct of the 
competitions". It is the duty of the international federations to 
check the rules, techniques and installations of their respectiVe 
sports. 

The National Olympic Committees promote the OlympiC Movement in 
their own countries and act as branches of the International 
Olympic Committee. However, de Coubertin wanted'to emphasise 
that they should not become the dominant organitation in the 
sporting activities of a country. Later, to prevent the NOC's 
from being used for political or other purposes than they were 
intended, Rule 24 was written, that the NOC must consist of 
members of at least five sports federations recognised by the 
international federations of those sports". Each NOC to be 
recognised must have its statutes approved by the IOC. Members 
of the IOC act as ambassadors to his own country, rather than as 
a representative of his country to the International Olympic 
Committee. 

An important part of the IOC is the Executive Board. It prepares 
the sessions, studies all the problems and ensures the unity, 
coordination and dynamism of the Olympic Movement. It has nine 
members elected by the plenary session, consisting of the 
President, elected for eight years, three Vice Presidents, 
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named for five years and five members, elected for four years. 
The IOC holds a general meeting, called a Session, once a year 
and twice during Olympic Year. The Session studies amendments to 
the statutes, changes in the Games' programme, relations with the 
international federations and the National Olympic Committees and 
other items that affect sports. Every fourth year it selects 
sites for the next Olympic Games and the next Winter Games, and 
tries as far as possible to award the Games to each continent in 
turn. 

There have been seven Presidents since 1894. The first was 
Demetrius Vikelas of Greece, followed by Baron Pierre de 
Coubertin of France, Comte Henri de Baillet-Latour of Belgium, 
Sigfrid Edstrom of Sweden, Avery Brundage of the United States, 
Lord Killanin of Ireland and the current President, Juan Antonio 
Samaranch of Spain. Baron de Blonay, a Swiss, acted as President 
while de Coubertin served in World War 1. The IOC has had its 
share of problems over the years. After the success of the 1896 
Games, the Greek government suggested that Greece take over the 
management of the Games and that they should always be held in 
Athens because of its ancient connection with the Games. Baron 
de Coubertin resisted these suggestions and was firm in his 
belief that the Games should remain strictly international. The 
succeeding IOC presidents have weathered some problems of a much 
more serious nature to protect his ideals. 

The IOC has had its headquarters in Lausanne, Switzerland, for 
over sixty years and is now located in the Chateau de Vidy. 
Baron de Coubertin chose Lausanne as the home of the 
International Olympic Committee. He knew and loved this town for 
its beautiful setting on Lake Geneva and for the friendliness 
of its people. A variety of sports is available the year round. 
Skiing, both downhill and cross-country in the winter, boating, 
wind-surfing and other sports in the summer. Matches and sports 
meetings are held in the Pierre de Coubertin Stadium and the 
stands are always full on these occasions. A cultural Centre 
offers a chamber orchestra, an international music festival and 
art exhibits. Appropriately, the Olympic Museum is also located 
in Lausanne. 

** iz)1<******************************************************: 
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OLYMPIA CANCELLATIONS 
Walter Maxwell. 

At dawn, before the sun of the day has warmed the archaic stones 
and the tourists from all over the world fill the air with their 
chatter, it is easy to realise why the sanctuary of Olympia was 
regarded as a sacred place in ancient times. Long before the 
Olympic Games were formalised in 776 BC, the grove was a place 
of worship to the ancient gods of Greece. The ruins of the most 
recent temple of Hera are, in fact, those of the second temple 
built on the site, the earlier one dating to circa 1150 BC, one 
of the earliest shrines in all Greece. With the early morning sun 
glinting through the wild olive trees, and a wraith-like mist 
clinging to the weathered columns, it does not take much 
imagination to conjure up the ghosts of the long-dead athletes 
and to hear in the mind the crowds cheering Coreobus, the first 
man to feel the victor's wreath on his brow at the first recorded 
Olympic Games. 

The ancient Olympic Games lasted for nearly eleven centuries and 
were considered to be of such importance to the Greek world that 
a four year span of time came to be known as an Olympiad. They 
were finally discontinued in 393 AD on the orders of the Roman 
emperor Theodosius, who promised Ambrigo, the Bishop of Milan', 
that he would uphold the sanctity of the Church, quash all pagan 
rites within the empire and spread Christianity wherever 
possible. Earthquakes tumbled the ancient shrines, the silt from 
the Apheos and Kladeus rivers covered all that remained of the 
site, and Olympia, the valley, the sanctuary and the. Games slept 
for fifteen centuries. Brutal gory displays took the place of 
the noble contests of the Greeks, and hunting and jousting were 
the sporting highlights of the Middle Ages. 

Olympia, the fantasy of the past, began to intrigue the minds of 
men again after the discovery and the translation of the poems by 
Pindar and the travelogues of Pausanius. The sanctuary lived 
again in the minds of men inspired by the poetry and prose of 
the ancient writers. Ernest Curtius, the German archeologist, 
visited the buried temples of the sanctuary in 1838, but it was 
not until 1875 when he returned, backed by German money, that he 
started a systematic excavation of Olympia, hidden in some places 
under sixteen feet of silt. It took six years for him to carry 
out only a partial excavation, and although further areas were 
excavated by the Germans in 1935, it was not unti=l the Greeks 
themselves started excavating in the 1950's that the whole 
sanctuary 	was at last completely uncovered. An early discovery 
of Ernest Curtius, and considered to be one of the most important 
finds at Olympia, was the statue of the Nike of Piaonious. The 
reconstruction of the beautiful statue of the winged goddess of 
Victory was used on the 5 Drachmae value of the set of stamps 
issued in 1896 to commemorate the first modern Olympic Games in 
Athens. 

It is perhaps easiest to see the heritage that has'been handed 
down through the intervening centuries in the stadium itself. 
The track is exactly 192.27 metres (two hundred yardt) long, and 
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the width is such that twenty athletes could compete at the same 
time. At the start, the stone slabs set into the earth had slits 
cut into them for toes and fingers to be inserted to give the 
runners a good "push off", much the same as today. The stadium 
had a capacity for over 40,000 spectators and athletes, and even 
though there were no tiers, the rake of the banked earth was such 
that a clear view could be had of the arena from any position. 

Another who was inspired by the tales of Pindar and Pausanius 
was Pierre de Coubertin, the French baron who made his life's 
work the revival of the Olympic Games. At a meeting held in 
Paris in 1894, many of the world's leading philanthropists and 
sportsmen decided that it would be possible to revive the Games, 
and Greece was chosen as the natural venue for such a venture. 
At the time, a revival at Olympia itself could not be considered 
as it was remote and could only be reached by donkey cart over 
bad roads, which were little better than primitive tracks. The 
site finally chosen was the stadium of Herodius Atticus in 
Athens, originally built in the 6th Century BC, and the new 
stadium was built into its ruins. 

In April 1896 when the first modern Olympic Games were held in 
Athens, Olympia had no post office of its own, so that there are 
no cancellations from that period which bear the name OLYMPIA, 
either from the sanctuary or the village, and the Games of Athens 
were commemorated only by stamps. A post office was opened at 
Olympia village on 15 September 1899, and this is still the only 
post office near the site. 

FIRST CANCELLATION 	USED IN THE 1920'S 
	

TELEGRAPH CANCELLER 

The first postmark was in use for approximately ten years and 
was a double ring cancel with a diameter of 24mm. When one 
considers the small population of the village, with little 
passing trade and even fewer tourists, it is not surprising that 
this is one of the rarest of all the Olympia cancellations. Much 
easier to find is the second cancellation which was used until 
the 1920's. The cancellation made up of a broken circle was used 
by the telegraph office, and was only very rarely used to cancel 
stamps. During the 1930's a double ring canceller with a diameter 
of 29mm was in use, and this postmark is often found used in 
conjunction with the stationery prepared for the 1936 Olympic 
Games in Berlin. 

Fire ceremonies played a part in the rites of ancient Greece, and 
although a fire had burned in a brazier at some of the earlier 
modern Olympiads, it was only in 1936 that a torch relay from 
the ancient archaeological stadium at Olympia to the modern 
stadium in Berlin was introduced. The flame was lit on 20 July 
1936 by means of the sun's rays by twenty Greek maidens in 
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flowing white robes, and then carried by human' chain through 
Greece, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Hungary, Austria, Czechoslovakia 
to Berlin, where it arrived on 1 August in time for the opening 
ceremony. To commemorate the lighting of the flame on 20 July, a 
handstamp with a diameter of 34mm was used for one day only at 
Olympia; it was the first time that the Olympic rings, which 
were first used at an Olympic Games in Antwerp in 1920, were 
incorporated into a cancellation. 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL, 
USED IN THE 1930'S 	USED ON 20 JULY 1936 

	
CANCELLATION : 

From 1939, a special cancellation was used at all Greek 
archaeological sites, with only the symbol being changed to suit 
the site. These had a diameter of 29mm and that of Olympia 
incorporated a torch as its symbol. This cancellation with the 
date of 17 July 1948 is much sought after by Olympic collectors, 
for on this day the flame was again lit for the Games of the 
Fourteenth Olympiad which was held in London from_29 July until 
14 August. It was a time of austerity and economy, and although 
the Games were again held after two Olympiads had been cancelled 
because of the Second World War, no arrangements for celebrations 
were made at the ancient site for the torch ceremony, and no 
special cancellations were prepared. Once lit, the flame was 
carried by armoured car to Athens, and thence by air to London. 

In 1952 a campaign was launched throughout Greece to encourage 
tourism, and several of the more important archaeological sites 
used a cancellation similar to that used at Olympia with, again, 
a diameter of 29mm. In that year, the fifteenth Olympic Games 
were held in Helsinki, Finland, from 19 July until -3 August, and 
again, no special cancellation was used at Olympia to commemorate 
the lighting of the flame. However, for the next Olympiad, he'ld 
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in Melbourne, Australia in 1956, a special cancellation was again 
used. As in 1936, it was used only for one day, and it had a 
diameter of 24mm, smaller than most of the other Olympia commem-
orative cancellations. The flame was carried to Athens, and from 
there travelled by Qantas Airlines to Australia. A total of two 
thousand numbered covers cancelled with the handstamp accompanied 
the flame on its flight, and these were subsequently cancelled on 
their arrival in Australia. The Seventeenth Olympiad was held in 
Rome in 1960, and again a special handstamp was used for one day 
only at Olympia to commemorate the lighting of the flame on 12 
August. In 1964, the eighteenth Olympiad was celebrated in Tokyo, 
and the cancellation had a torch at the centre of its design. 

METER CANCELLATION USED AT THE HISTORICAL MUSEUM. 

Near to the archaeological site, there are now three museums. The 
oldest dates from 1886, and until recently housed most of the 
important finds of Olympia, including the Nike and the statue of 
Hermes by Praxiteles. Most of these treasures have now been 
moved to the new archaeological museum, less than two hundred 
yards away. The third museum at Olympia is that dedicated to the 
modern Olympic Games and contains paintings, photographs, medals, 
documents and a comprehensive collection of stamps relating to 
the modern era. It was officially opened on 3 September 1961, and 
although no special postmark was used to commemorate the event, a 
special handstamp has been used annually since 1961 when the 
Congress of the International Olympic Academy is in session. 

OLYMPIC ACADEMY 
PIERRE DE COUBERTIN 

COMMEMORATION 	 USED IN THE 1960'S 
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METER CANCELLATION USED BY THE OLYMPIC ACADEMY 

Most of the cancellations used by the Academy incorporate the 
head from the statue of Hermes by Praxiteles, another of the 
early finds and probably one of the best known of all early 
Greek classical sculptures. 

Pierre de Coubertin died in Paris in 1937, and in his will he 
requested that, although his body should be buried in France, 
his heart should be buried at Olympia. The following year, his 
widow carried out his request and took his heart for inter-men-t- -- 
at the ancient site. One of the rarest Olympia cancellations was 
used for one day only on 26 March 1963, to commemorate the 25th 
Anniversary of the day that Pierre de Coubertin's heart was 
placed in an urn at Olympia. 

Over the years, several different cancellations of a 
non-commemorative nature have been used at Olympia, some with 
the name written only in Greek characters, while another 
cancellation used in the early 1960's used both Greek and Roman 
characters. More recently, the name on the cancellations has 
been changed to Ancient Olympia. The earliest cancellation has a 
diameter of 30mm, while the one in use when I visited the 
village in July 1979, is somewhat smaller, with a diameter of 
only 24mm. 

RECENT OLYMPIA CANCELLATIONS IN GENERAL USE. 

Both the Olympia museums, as well as the Olympic Academy use 
meter cancellations on their daily correspondence, which have 
various slogan inserts, depending on the event to be 
commemorated. Since this article was first written in 1980, three 
Olympiads have taken place, and the torch has been lit and sent 
on its way on six occasions. 
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METER CANCELLATION TO COMMEMORATE OLYMPIC YEAR 1964. 

All these events have been commemorated with a special handstamp 
at Olympia, and all are a part of the on-going story of the 
little village by an historic site. 

METER CANCELLATION TO COMMEMORATE THE 70TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE 
MODERN OLYMPIC GAMES. 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

SUPPORT THE SOCIETY'S LIBRARY! 

Ken Cook has now prepared an up-to-date list of all the books, 
journals and leaflets at present contained in the Society's 
Library. Will members who borrow books, please read the 
instructions carefully and help both yourself and the Librarian. 

If any members feel that there are important books that should 
be bought by the Society for the benefit of members, please let 
your Librarian know. Funds are available for the purchase of 
books, but naturally, any books bought should have as wide an 
appeal as possible. You will find Ken's address on the inside 
front cover. 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
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1948 U.S. OLYMPIC VIGNETTE 
George E. Killian 

(This article first appeared in JSP, the magazine of Sports 
Philatelists International, and is reprinted with permission.) 

slArFs -1/ICTORYHSIAMP 	 • 
E HAS ISSUED THESE OLYMPIC STAN'S TO HELP RAISE THE FUND REQUIRE 
.:UF1 ATHLETES IN THE UNITED STATES'TO THE 1048 OLYMPIC GAMES. 

With the ever-increasing interest in the collecting of the 
Olympic Games theme, I would like to share with those whose 
interests lie with the fortunes of the United States Olympic 
Committee and its athletes, a recently discovered press release. 

Over the years, I have seen copies of the 1948 US Olympic 
Victory stamp, but have never really understood the rationale 
behind the issue. I recently asked Mr C. Robert Paul, USOC 
archivist, to search for me in the Olympic archives for any 
information which might shed some light on this issue. Mr Paul 
was able to locate the original press release that was sent to 
the news media and to the members of the US Olympic Committee. 
One should note that in 1948 the headquarters of the USOC was 
located at 10 N. La Salle Street in Chicago, Illinois. 

The press release was issued on 9 December 1948 by George L. 
Gardner, a friend of Avery Brundage, the President of the USOC, 
who handled publicity for the Olympic team. At the time, Gardner 
was employed by the Wilson Sporting Goods Company in Chicago. 
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From the U.S. Olympic Committee 
10 N. La Salle Street 

Chicago 2, Ill. 

-George L. Gardner- 

In order to assist with the fund drive for the US Olympic teams, 
the US Olympic Committee is issuing an Olympic Victory stamp, 
which has been rated by many philatelists one of the finest 
sporting non-revenue stamps ever produced. 

The design for this beautiful new steel engraved stamp, which 
comes in four different colours, shows a dramatic moment in the 
1932 Games when the United States served as host to the nations 
of the world. 

In addition to the tension of the contending athletes, the vast 
crowd is shown in the background of the stadium with its flying 
flags. The stamp is further decorated with the shield of the US 
Olympic Association, and the Olympic torch. 

A framing inscription surrounds the sheets of forty stamps, 
which will sell for $1--, at the top a statement of purpose and 
at the bottom an engraved reproduction of the Olympic oath. 

There are many ways in which the stamps can be used. They are 
available in blue, green, red and purple, and can be used as 
labels to embellish letterheads or envelopes. School students 
will want them for the front of their text books, like, book 
plates. 

As a special feature, a number of the unperforated sheets have 
been prepared with a tab for the autographs of celebrities. Such 
sheets will be desirable to collectors, or for framing to hang 
on walls. 

The stamps will be available in early January at the Olympic 
office, 10 N. La Salle Street, Chicago, Ill. 

0 	0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

(ED. The text of the press release has been printed as in the 
original. Most present-day collectors would refer to these 
Cinderella items as labels or vignettes and not as stamps. Does 
any member know how many of these labels were sold, which 
colours were most in demand, and what happened to the remainders. 
Perhaps they are easy to find in the United States. In Europe 
they are not offered for sale very often.) 

***************************************************************** 

SUPPORT YOUR SOCIETY! 

Remember that your unwanted material may be just the thing that 
other members need for their collections. Dispose of your 
surplus Olympic items through the Society's Auction or Packet. 
The addresses of John Crowther, our Auction Manager, and Bob 
Wilcock, our Packet Manager, will be found on the inside of the 
front cover of this issue. 
***************************************************************** 
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* S.O.C. Postcard No. 1 
Much Wenlock Olympian Games 

With special postmark 19 July 1986 £1,500 	4 
4 

▪ S.O.C. Postcard No. 2 
Dorando's Marathon Run 

With Stampex Olympic pmk. 1.3.88 	£1.25# 
With N.P.M. Olympic pmk, 18,10,88 	£1.25# 	4 

• S.O.C. Cover No. 1 
100TH  Much Wenlock Olympian Games 

With special postmark 19 July 1986 £1.500 	* 

(Olympian Museum postcard as filler) 

• S.O.C. Cover No. 2 
1908 Olympic Fencing Poster 

With Stampex Olympic pmk. 1,3.88 	£1.500 	* 

* 0 £1.50 or $2.50 or DK4.25 	# £1,25 or $2 or D)13.50 	I 
▪ Please add 25p. postage U.K., 50p, 41, DA/ ) worldwide 
* Cheques in sterling only please. 
▪ Giro account number 35 619 5708 

	

4 Dollar or Deutschmark payments in currency notes only 	* 

* Bob Wilcock, 24 Hamilton Crescent, 
▪ Brentwood, Essex, CX14 5ES 
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